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Point Man’s latest comic is now
available on the Dispatches
Message Board;
ssccdispatches.yuku.com
You’ll find the 8 page comic in the
“Communications Shack” section
of the board. The comic is the first
of the series and gives you a little
introduction to the squad. Figures
used in the comic are Dragon and
most of the gear and uniforms
are Dragon with a little BBI
and Newline thrown in for good
measure. It is Point Man’s first
WWII comic since his Haunted
M5 series about 10 years ago.

AUGUST MEETING

It was a great meeting night. There was
plenty of eye candy and a good crowd of
folks. Got some pictures for you .
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PANTHER

Pictures of Hammer Six’s Panther from
the August meeting.
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A look at the

CLUB MEETING

The August meeting was a great
meet. We had a good number of
folks and some great discussion
about Ft. Thomas. An updated floor
plan will be provided to all soon.
There was some great eye candy as
well. Panzercommander’s beautiful
Pak 36 gun and crew, Hammer’s
Six’s new Panther tank, Point
Man’s cast from his newest comic;
Combat! Patrol, Tim’s Sci Fi

figures and Dr. Zorkon’s continuing
vampire themed dioramas. There
was a lot to see. The Panther is
featured on the next page of this
newsletter if you are anxious to see
a few more shots. We had two new
members join us at the meeting and
from all of us at the SSCC, a hearty
welcome to JKidd and son. Hope
to see all at our September meeting
(2nd Wednesday).
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PANTHER
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Hammer Six’s Panther G
was built from a Plastic
Panzer’s kit. New Styrene
road wheels replaced the
original cast ones and there
were a few other aftermarket
castings employed as
well, but a majority of the
details are made from scrap
styrene, wood and brass. The
extra links were cast with
Alumilite as no extra Panther
track were available to finish
the vehicle. The vehicle
is finished in an Ambush
scheme.
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DAK
Project
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The Afrika Korps
and the war in North
Africa have always
been of great interest
to me...

...unfortunately, I didn’t buy any of
the first Dragon DAK figures and
what is coming out now is a little
more money than I want to pay for
a figure. However I was able to pick
up a couple of loose Afrika Korps
figures at the Columbus WOHs
show and my good friend MadDog Corporal helped me out with
a couple of uniforms, allowing me to complete the four figures
that you see above and on the right. Four infantry figures is
hardly a squad, but it is good number of figures for sitting on the
back of this;

Meet my new Panzerwerks Panzer III.
I just picked this baby up and will be
finishing it to go with my DAK troops.
Inset into the picture are a couple of
work in progress tankers for the tank. I
am pretty excited about this project because the Panzer III is my absolute favorite tank of WWII and with that short
75, it just has a mean and deadly look
about it.
			
-Point Man
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